will then hockle if the tension is reduced slightly, but not necessarily if the twisting deflection is further increased at constant tension and approximately constant torque. In either case, however, the Grenhill torque turns out to be the maximum sustainable torque at the particular tension. In the first case (additional twisting deformation), the load point in Fig. 1 travels along a horizontal line until it approaches the 7 = 0 curve, and then comes to a stop even though the twisting deflection is further increased. In the second case (lowered tension), the load point is allowed to come down toward a lower value of tension, and this results in a violent instability and hockling when the load point reaches the 7 = 0 curve.
These observations are consistent with the calculations performed to develop Fig. 1 of the paper. The only question which seems to remain is whether the small deflection helical pattern which develops as the 7 = 0 curve is approached in a horizontal direction is predicted by the theory as developed here. We have not performed sufficient computations near that curve to answer this question definitively. Physics, Vol. 22,1951, pp. 316-323. 2 Koga, I., "Thickness Vibrations of Piezoelectric Oscillating Crystals," Physics, Vol. 3,1932, pp. 70-77. 3 Mindlin, R. D., Schacknow, A., and Deresiewicz, H., "Flexural Vibrations of Rectangular Plates," JOURNAL OF APPLIED MECHANICS, Vol. 23, TRANS. ASME, Vol. 78, 1956, pp. 430-436. 4 Mindlin, R. D., "Vibrations of an Infinite Elastic Plate at Its Cutoff Frequencies," Proceedings, Third U.S. National Congress of Applied Mechanics, 1958, pp. 225-226. 5 Aalmi, B., and Atzori, B., "Flexural Vibrations and Timoshenko's Beam Theory," AIAA Journal, Vol. 12, 1974, pp. 679-685. Author's Closure
The author would like to thank X. Markenscoff for his interest and for providing comparisons with the findings of Mindlin plate theory-
Whether or not what is correct for an analysis based on finite plates can be directly applied to beams seems a matter for conjecture. Some work has already been done by the author to extend the application of the "dynamic discretization" technique to plate vibration. Although this is based as yet on simple plate theory it shows that there are . marked differences in behavior as between beams and plates. If the technique ultimately proves capable of working with Mindlin plate theory then perhaps the author may, at some future date, be able to confirm the Mindlin statement quoted by Mr. Markenscoff.
The quotation from Mindlin places no figure on the degree of variation of thickness-shear mode frequency with plate geometry, so that it is not possible to deduce whether the resolution of the experiments conducted by the author was sufficient to detect frequency variation with beam length. The inference from the experiments is that conventional Timoshenko beam theory describes the vibrational behavior of engineering beams quite well and this theory results in a thickness-shear mode frequency for a simply supported uniform beam which is independent of length.
Perhaps the most comprehensive paper dealing with Timoshenko beam theory is that of Traill-Nash and Collar 4 who discuss at length the simply supported case and say "Thus the motion corresponding to r = 0 is a pure shearing oscillation of the beam, with the rotational inertia forces at any section in equilibrium with the shearing motions and with zero lateral displacement. It may be noted that the results just established are independent of L, and accordingly may relate either to a simply supported beam or to an infinite beam."
Surface Integral Method Applied to the Problems of an Elastic Strip With Periodically Spaced Holes 1 A. J. Durelli 2 and A. Assa. 3 It is assumed that the author uses the standard convention that T is the maximum of all shear stresses at a point, and 01, and ai are the maximum and minimum of all normal stresses at the point. It would seem that the author does not use the convention that stresses are graded by their algebraic values.
The following questions are raised about Figs. 3(a-d) .
1 It is understood that the boundary of the hole is free of tractions. How can it be explained that at several regions of this boundary neither of the principal stresses is zero? This is particularly true at the region surrounding the two bottom corners, and the region of the straight top boundary of the hole.
2 The situation is not as clear on the top boundary which is also understood free of tractions with the exception of the applied concentrated load. If values of a mm are interpolated, it also seems that both principal stresses are finite at several points on that boundary.
The following question is raised about Fig. 4 . It seems that the problem is geometrically and mechanically symmetric with respect to the vertical axis of coordinates. How can it be explained that there are shears on the axis of symmetry?
The discussers conducted a photoelastic test for the case of the hole free of stresses. The load at the top boundary was applied through a disk reproducing approximately the author's loading condition. The DARK FIELD LIGHT FIELD 0-35 
Author's Closure
The discussers have to take into account that an error of the stresses plotted is about 6-8 percent with respect to the maximum of their values.
The state of the stresses is extremely changeable in the very vicinity of the hole. That is why the plotting on the one hand and the analysis of the stresses on the other hand are very inconvenient in that area
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as well as in a neighborhood of horizontal edges of the strip. Therefore it is too hard to discuss the very vicinity of the hole using my illustrations, the main purpose of which is to give a general distribution of the stresses in the whole domain.
As far as the discussers' test is concerned I think that a general distribution of the shears gives us a reasonable coincidence with my results in spite of a noticeable difference in the loading subjected (my load is rather smooth while the discussers use the point load).
As far as the last example is discussed (see Fig. 4 of the paper) the following explanation has to be done. I am calling (In and (Jt as the normal and shear reactions, respectively, if n is the normal and t is the tangent to the contour.
I would like to extend my best regards to Prof. A. J. Durelli and Dr.
A. Assa.
